PIONEER CAREER ACHIEVEMENT CENTER (PCAC)
Transformative Direction 1: Students Learning in a Diverse and Global 21st Century
Strategic Initiative 5: Preparing for Careers and Lives of Purpose

EMPLOYER CONNECTIONS FLOOR:
A Welcoming Environment tailored to employer connections. This space will include virtual presentation suites and ample shared working space available to all.

CAREER EXPLORATION LABORATORY:
Housed on the second floor and dedicated to a formal setting for student preparation. A space for workshops, seminars, and professional conversations.

THE PIONEER PATIO:
A space designed with Colorado uniquely in mind. The Patio will include information about local mountain ranges and photos of the early days of DU. Designed with a mass timber concept and landscaped with native Colorado plants.

ASPIRING TO LEED GOLD:
The Facility seeks energy usage 50% below the average for similar buildings and will feature variable refrigerant flow and photovoltaic panels on the roof.

A COMMITMENT TO ALL
Every element of the Pioneer Career Achievement Center serves a purpose, provides a venue and inspires connection. Within the building, rooms and spaces are designed to fulfill the University’s vision for career achievement and lifelong networks.
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